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LEATHER MANUFACTURERLEATHER MANUFACTURER

Thank you for choosing Oowee Products for your promotional needs.   At Oowee®, we create 
exceptional products that people love to use.  We’re passionate about our craft and take great 
pride in working with our customers and clients to create products they are excited about. 
We’re here to help you and your customers leave a lasting impression with stylish, functional 
goods that create a buzz!  We proudly use only the highest quality materials and full grain 
leather.   We look forward to hearing about your company and working with you to create 
something unique for your business.  Check out some facts about Oowee®:

• All of our products are handmade in Asheville, North Carolina
• Our leather sleeves are made from 100% full grain leather
• Leather is a natural product, so each sleeve has it’s own unique markings, texture and color.
• Oowee® Products is proud to partner with the Autism Society of North Carolina.  We   
  employ adults on the autism spectrum to assemble our products
• Our sleeves come with a lifetime guarantee- Our products wear in, not out!

www.OoweeProducts.com | Orders@OoweeProducts.com | Sales@OoweeProducts.com | 828-575-2215

 Oowee Products® | 2194 Smokey Park Highway | Suite 100 | Candler | North Carolina | 28715
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16 oz. PINT GLASS SLEEVE

The leather pint sleeve is the �agship product of Oowee®, 
Inc. This is our patented product (#US9044113B2) that we’re 
proud to still manufacture today. This mutli-functional, 
hand crafted beverage insulator, made from 1⁄8” thick 
leather will keep your hands dry and your drink cold.   The 
days of the throw-away foam drink insulators are long gone 
after using an Oowee Pint Sleeve!

The Oowee® pint sleeve is versatile as it �ts a standard 
16-oz. pint glass and also 16-oz. stainless pint cups.  This 
sleeve also �ts other tapered glassware and disposables. 
Our sleeves fold �at, making them great for carrying in your 
pocket or storing in a small space. (We recommend Libbey® 
glassware, #5139 or similar shaker pint glass.)

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-10P

PINT SLEEVE OPTIONS

Item: OP-10P-BOX
Includes Sleeve, Glass and Box 
Packaging

Item: OP-15P
Custom Pint with Handle

Item: OP-10P
Custom Pint Sleeve

HANG TAGS
Hangtags are included unless 
otherwise speci�ed

PINT PACKAGING OPTIONS

Item: OP-41STP
Sleeve with Loop and 
S-Biner

Item: OP-10-SSP
The original Single Stich sleeve
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BOTTLE SLEEVES

CAN SLEEVES & STUBBY BOTTLES
Our can sleeves are made to �t 12-16-oz. cans and “stubby” 
12-oz bottles.  Our side stitching doubles as a hinge allowing 
our sleeves to �t snugly on the can and still fold �at for carrying. 
A stubby bottle is shorter than the typical beer bottle. The 
stubby bottle �ts perfectly into the can/stubby bottle leather 
sleeve.

Our bottle sleeves are made to �t any standard 12-oz. long neck bottle, 
or similar thin bottles or slim cans.  Just like the can sleeve, the bottle is 
made of one piece of leather- sewn up each side.  It allows the sleeve to 
�t snug on the bottle but still fold �at. 
(This sleeve will not �t standard cans or stubby bottles.) 

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-20C

Hangtags are included unless 
otherwise speci�ed

Hangtags are included unless 
otherwise speci�ed

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-30B
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MASON JAR SLEEVES

REGULAR MOUTH MASON JAR SLEEVES

WIDE MOUTH MASON JAR SLEEVES
The wide mouth Mason jar sleeves are made to �t any 
standard wide mouth 16-oz. pint mason jar glass (made 
by Ball or Kerr). The wide-mouth jar is slightly tapered, so 
it �ts securely in the sleeve. You can also use this sleeve 
with the taller 22-oz. wide mouth Mason jars.  This 
product is assembled using brass rivets for the handle 
and it is hand-stitched up each side. It does not have a 
leather bottom.

The regular mouth mason jar sleeves are made to �t any standard 16-oz pint Mason jar glass (made by Ball or 
Kerr). These are the standard canning jars sold at most supermarkets in the USA. The regular mouth mason 
sleeve has a leather bottom to ensure that your tasty beverage doesn’t slip out.  This product is assembled 
using brass rivets, includes a handle and is hand-stitched up each side. 

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-50RM

Includes Sleeve, Jar and Box
Item: OP-52WM-BOX

Includes Sleeve, Jar and Box
Item: OP-50RM-BOX

Hangtags are included unless 
otherwise speci�ed

Hangtags are included unless 
otherwise speci�ed

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-52WM
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The MultiSleeve is the most versatile of the Oowee® Sleeves. This tapered sleeve is included under Oowee’s 
patent (#US9044113B2).  We call it the multi sleeve for its versatility to �t on a variety of drinkware:
   • 13-oz highball glass
   • Most 12-16-oz tapered travel co�ee cups
   • 12- 20-oz standard pint glass
   • Stainless Steel Pint Glass 16-oz
   • 20-oz Imperial Pint aka “English Pub Glass” (Libbey #14801)
   • Disposable drinkware such as solo cups, corn or paper cups

COFFEE / MULTI SLEEVE  

COFFEE SLEEVE

20 oz.16 oz.
12-16 oz.
COFFEE13 oz.

Oowee’s co�ee sleeve o�ers some versatility for on-the-go customers.  This sleeve �ts most any standard 
tapered 16-20-oz travel co�ee mug.  Plastic, porcelain and stainless steel cups all feel and look great with 
the co�ee sleeve.  Stainless steel travel co�ee cups are available with silicone co�ee lid.  

MULTIPLE GLASS OPTIONS

Multi Sleeve
Item: OP-60HB
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ROCKS GLASS SETS

HIGHBALL GLASS SETS

The Oowee Highball sleeve is made to �t a 13-oz 
heavy base highball glass.  A “highball” is de�ned 
as any base spirit with something �zzy, served with 
plenty of ice in a glass.  What better way to enjoy 
this tasty beverage than with a leather insulator to 
keep things classy!  This sleeve is double sided and 
hand stitched up each side. They also fold �at like 
the rest of our sleeves.  Highball sleeves have the 
option to come with or without glassware, 
available individually or in sets.  

The Oowee Rocks Glass sleeve is made to �t 
the “Schott Zwiesel Convention Whiskey” 
9.6-oz glass. This handcrafted sleeve is 
stitched on two sides and comes with a 
built-in coaster.  This makes a great gift and 
is available individually or in boxed sets of 2.

IMPRINT AREA 2.5” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-60HB
OP-60HB2Set - Set of Sleeves 
with Glasses

IMPRINT AREA 1.5” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-90RK - Custom Rocks Sleeve and Glass
             OP-90RK2 - Custom Rocks Sleeve and Glass- Set of 2
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STAINLESS STEEL PINT SLEEVES

This leather sleeve is made to �t any 16-oz. stainless 
steel pint tumbler. In this world of wasteful single use 
drinkware, we are proud to promote sustainable 
products and the stainless pint sleeve is just that.  The 
take-anywhere, drink-anything reusable cup has the 
option of a loop and S-carabiner.

Item: OP-40STP-BOX- Stainless 
Sleeve with 16oz Stainless Pint 
Cup in Box

Item: OP-41STP-BOX - Stainless 
Sleeve with Loop and S-Biner 
including 16oz Pint Cup in Box

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
1 LOCATIONS - Front 

Hangtags are included unless 
otherwise speci�ed

PREMIUM LEATHER
Nearly all of our leather products are available in our premium leather option.  This deep burgundy 
colored leather is chrome oil tanned like our standard leather, but this material has a aniline semi 
pebbled waxed �nish.   This premium leather o�ers a rich and re�ned look with a smooth and supple feel 
that you will fall in love with.
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FLASK WRAPS

8-oz Copper Coated Stainless Flask
This stainless steel �ask is copper coated for a 
distinguished �nished look.  Single wall stainless steel 
construction.  Screw on/o� cap creates a tight seal to 
prevent leaks or spillage.

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
1 LOCATIONS - Front 

Item: OP-182F - 8-oz Copper Plated Flask with Leather Wrap

Oowee’s leather �ask wrap is a form �tting 
leather sleeve o�ered in 2 di�erent sizes.  The 
�asks are wrapped in a single piece of leather 
with a decorative border stitch.  Each one is  
hand sewn along the back side like the rest of 
our sleeves.  The 3”x3” imprint area on the 
front side of the wrap allows ample space for 
branding logos or personalization. 

*Stainless Steel Finish also available.
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GROWLER TOTES

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back
Additional Imprint Locations

Item: OP-80GT

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-81G1- 32oz Growlette Tote 
with Strap (Holds One)

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-82G2 - Double 32oz 
Growlette Tote with Strap (Holds Two)

64-oz. GROWLER TOTE & STRAP
Our Growler Tote is made to �t a standard 64-oz. growler and is 
out�tted with an adjustable and removable strap.  Take your 
growler anywhere and keep it insulated in style.  It’s the perfect 
sleeve for transporting your precious brew from the tap to 
wherever you wish to bring it!  The totes are carefully crafted 
from natural leather and hand stitched. Images can be “burned” 
into the leather on both sides of the sleeve, or full color images 
can be printed onto metal badges on a single side of the sleeve.  
This product has a leather bottom to keep the glassware safe 
and secure.

*Fits on a Standard
 32-oz Reuseable Water Bottle

32-oz. TOTE & STRAP - Single and Double
Need to carry 2 di�erent brews? Never fear, Oowee is here with the 
“double barrel” 32-oz growler sleeve to save the day! The 32-oz 
growler tote comes in “single or double” barrel. Who doesn’t love 
some variety? Bring a few 32-oz growlers home from your local 
brewery and give yourself some choices.  Brass rivets secure the strap 
hardware and give the product and industrial, durable look.  
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LEATHER COASTERS

Oowee’s coasters are o�ered in 3 shapes- round, square and hex. These are hand cut and branded to order like 
all of our products.  Give a distinguished look to your table setting or add some class to your barware.  Our 
coasters are carefully crafted from 100% natural full grain leather.  Available in 3 di�erent colors- medium 
brown, co�ee brown and black.

ROUND COASTERS
Oowee’s round coaster is 3 ¾” in 
diameter.  Keep drinks in place 

and protects surface from 
condensation.  

(3 ¾ diameter)

COASTER HOLDERS
The coaster holder can hold four to six coasters 
and keep your coasters neatly stowed away when 
not in use. 
Options for coaster holders:
• Riveted holder with coaster bottom
     Your logo or image will be in the center of the  
     coaster holder, as well as on each coaster.  
• Leather strap with button snap.

SQUARE COASTERS
The square coaster gives you another 
option for promoting your business or 

building your brand with a 
sophisticated, stylish product that is 

guaranteed to last.
(3 ¾ side to side)

HEXAGONAL COASTERS
The six sided polygon.  Gives an 
updated look to our traditional 

shapes.  
(3 ¾ point to point)

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
1 LOCATION

Item: OP-70C - Round Coasters 

Item: OP-70CH4 - Coaster Holder Set of 4
Item: OP-70CH6 - Coaster Holder Set of 6
Item: OP-76 - Coaster Strap with Snap (4 - 6 Coasters)
Item: OP-78 - Twine Tie Add-On (2-4 Coasters)

IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
1 LOCATION

Item: OP-72H - Hexagon Coasters 
IMPRINT AREA 3” X 3” 
1 LOCATION

Item: OP-71SQ - Square Coasters

PRINTING OPTIONS
All three coaster shapes have an imprint area of 3”(w)x3”(h).  This is the same size as our standard pint, 
can, bottle and mason sleeves.  Branding heads for these products can be used interchangeably.  
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KEY CHAINS

Round with Spilit Ring
( OP-112K-C )

Round with Brass
Scissor Clip

( OP-112K-A )

Round with Zinc Scissor Clip
( OP-112K-AZ )
*Add Split Ring 
OP-112K-AZ-C

Round with
Small Clasp

( OP-112K-B )

Round with  Small Clasp
and Split Ring
( OP-112K-BC )

Round with Brass
Scissor Clip and

Split Ring
( OP-112K-AC )

Round Keychain

Slim KeychainLogo Keychain

Logo Brass Scissor Clip & Snap
( OP-110K-A )  

Logo Small Clasp & Snap
( OP-110K-B )  

Logo Zinc Scissor Clip & Snap
( OP-110K-AZ )  

Slim Brass Scissor Clip & Snap
( OP-111K-A )  

Slim Small Clasp & Snap
( OP-111K-B )  

Slim Zinc Scissor Clip & Snap
( OP-111K-AZ )  

Oval with Spilit Ring
( OP-113K-C )

Oval with Small Clasp
( OP-113K-B )

The logo keychain gives ample space for branding 
your logo.  Attach to your belt and snap keys on 
and o� as needed.  Promote your brand with a 
great handheld product that’s functional and 
sophisticated.  The imprint area on this product is 
2”x1”

Our simple key chains are great for promotions and showing o� any logo.  The leather piece is 1.75-inches in 
diameter, the tab is .75-inches wide and 1-inch tall on both sides of the split ring. 

The slim keychain is developed with the same belt 
concept, but o�ers a more minimalist style.  Logos 
will �t nicely onto the 2”x.625” imprint area, 
creating a unique branded product with a stylish 
look.  
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LUGGAGE TAGS

IMPRINT AREA 
3”(w) x 2”(h) 
1 LOCATIONS - Front

Item: OP-170LT - 
Simple Luggage Tag 
with Lace Tie

Add a Grommet IMPRINT AREA 3”(w) x 2”(h) 
1 LOCATIONS - Front

Item: OP-171LT - Simple Luggage Tag 
with Buckle Strap

IMPRINT AREA 3”(w) x 2”(h) 
1 LOCATIONS - Front

Item: OP-172LT - 
Double Sided Luggage Tag 
with Buckle Strap

IMPRINT AREA 3”(w) x 2”(h) 
1 LOCATIONS - Front

Item: OP-174LT - Sewn 
Luggage Tag with a Window 
and Buckle Strap

2 LOCATIONS 
1- FRONT - IMPRINT 3”(w) x 2”(h) 
2- FLAP - IMPRINT 2.5”(w) x 1.5”(h)

Item: OP-173LT - Sewn 
Luggage Tag with a Flap and 
Buckle Strap

Our handcrafted beautiful leather luggage tags are great for everyday travelers as well as the weekend 
warrior.  Make sure your luggage stays with you in style.  Available in several di�erent styles from simplistic 
one sided to layered leather with a window for business card insert. The double sided “window” tags are 
machine sewn for ultimate durability.  Di�erent features like brass rivets or solid brass buckles allow you to 
further personalize your luggage tag.  Multiple imprint options are available for this product.  The front of the 
single sided, front and back of 2 sided tags allow an imprint size of 3”x2”.  The �ap of the window tag can also 
be branded, at 2.5”x1.5” 
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WALLETS

FRONT

BACK

Item: OP-191CW - Vertical Single Card Wallet
IMPRINT AREA: (Front) 2.5”(w) x 1.5”(h) - 
(Back) 3”(w)  x 1.75”(h)
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Choose your Stitch Color:
Natural, Brown, Blue, Black, Red

Item: OP-190CW - Single Card Wallet 
IMPRINT AREA: (Front) 2.5”(w) x 1.5”(h) - 
(Back) 3”(w)  x 1.75”(h)
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Our slim wallets are minimalist in design and intended to be an everyday carry item.  This product was 
developed with simplicity in mind.  Each wallet will carry an ID, a few cards and some bills.  Assembled using 
our darker “co�ee” leather, this sleek design o�ers form and functionality with a sophisticated look.  The 
wallets are cut to order and hand sewn using a waxed thread for durability. We are o�ering this product in 4 
di�erent styles.

SINGLE POCKET
The 2 piece wallet is perfect for those that carry only a few cards.  This product also makes a 
great business card holder.  The horizontal and vertical designs o�er two choice options.
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PREMIUM LEATHER OPTIONS AVAILABLE

Item: OP-192CWP - Premium Single Card 
Wallet with Foil Option
Item: OP-193CWP - Premium Double Card 
Wallet with Foil Option

IMPRINT AREA: (Front) 2.5”(w) x 1.5”(h) - 
(Back) 3”(w)  x 1.75”(h)
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-191CW - Vertical Double Card Wallet
IMPRINT AREA: (Front) 2.5”(w) x 1.5”(h) - 
(Back) 3”(w)  x 1.75”(h)
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-190CW - Double Card Wallet 
IMPRINT AREA: (Front) 2.5”(w) x 1.5”(h) - 
(Back) 3”(w)  x 1.75”(h)
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

DOUBLE POCKET
The 3 piece wallet o�ers a bit more room for keeping important items secure.  3 pieces of 
leather are sewn together to create 2 separate pockets for ID’s, credit cards, business card 
and bills.  This option is o�ered in horizontal and vertical styles as well. 

WALLETS
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LEATHER PATCH HATS

We o�er a variety of hat styles, all adorned with our stylish leather patches.  Add your logo to any of our 
patches and make this stylish accessory pop. We use 5/6-oz leather for all of our hat patches. Patches are 
branded with the desired logo, glued for accuracy and hand-sewn onto each hat. Patches are available in 4 
di�erent shapes- rectangle, diamond, square and shield.  Please understand branding heads are patch shape 
speci�c  They can be assembled on the center or left side of the hats, or a mixture! Custom hats and patch 
shapes available.

TRUCKER SNAPBACK - PRE CURVED BILL
This is our standard trucker hat carried in house.  The material is cotton/poly twill.  Adjustable snapback, 6 panel hat with pre-curved bill, 
available in grey, black, navy and brown.  Other colors can be sourced upon request.

CHINO TWILL UNSTRUCTURED HAT - CURVED BILL
This relaxed �t, heavyweight chino twill hat o�ers a pre curved bill, adjustable velcro back and is available in a variety of solid colors.  

CAMO TRUCKER - CURVED BILL
This full camo print cap o�ers a heavy pre curved bill.  The 5 panel 
adjustable snapback has a structured look with a seamless front 
panel- the perfect setup for a full grain leather patch.  

STANDARD PATCH SHAPES

Item: OP-150-PH104

Item: OP-153-CHINO

A. Square 2” x 2”

B. Rectangle 3” x 1.625”

C. Diamond 2.75” x 2.1875”
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SEVEN PANEL TWILL TRUCKER
This fresh take on the classic trucker style o�ers another great option in our 
growing line of caps.  The 5 panel hat o�ers a seamless front panel and 
adjustable snapback.  Available in multiple colors for large orders upon 
request. 

LEATHER PATCH HATS - Continued

DECORATIVE
We are proud to o�er some fun options for hat lovers.  Two superior cotton twill �at bill options in this style: Black crown with hawaiian 
�oral printed bill, and black crown with camou�age printed bill.  We also o�er decorative patch stitching options for this line- available in 
blaze orange, hot pink, forest green, gold and silver. 

Item: OP-152-DECOR

Item: OP-154-7PANEL

WINTER BEANIES WITH PATCHES
The superior cotton blend knit 12” beanie is the classic knit style with the 
fold up option.  This product is available in a variety of solid colors. 

Item: OP-156B-OT9
9” Super Soft Acrylic

WOOL BLEND- FLAT BILL
Pro style adjustable snapback.  A wool blend twill gives 
this hat a sophisticated, sporty look.  Multiple colors 
available to be sourced on request.

Item: OP-151-WOOL

Item: OP-157B-OT12
Cotton Blend 12” Foldover

Our second option is the super soft acrylic knit 9 ½“ slouch 
beanie.  Also available in several colors upon request.  

2” x 2” 1.625” x 1.625”

2” x 1” 2” x 2”
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These are the suggested hat patch options for these 
products. Three leather colors are available as well- 
medium brown , co�ee and black.  

D. Small Square 
1.625” x 1.625”

K. Rectangle 2” x 1” H. Long Rectangle 2.75” x 1”



LEATHER PATCHES

Have a need for quality leather patches to give any apparel or accessory that extra pop?  We o�er a well 
rounded line of 100% leather patches in a variety of sizes- �nd the perfect size for your logo!  In addition to 
our diamond, square and rectangle “hat patches,” Oowee o�ers a range of patches to �t your needs.

Custom Patch Shapes And Sizes Available

A Rectangle 3" x 1.625"
B Square 2" x  2"
C Diamond 2.75" x 2.1875"
D Small SQ 1.625" x 1.625"
E Flag Rectangle 3" x 1.75"
F Rec/SQ 2.5" x 1.75"
G 2.75" x 1"
H 2" x 1"
I 2" x 1.25"
J 1.75" x 1.25"

STANDARD HAT PATCHES
K Large Rec 3.75" x 1.375"
L Arrow 2.5" x 1.625"
M HEX 2- 2.5" x 2.375"
N 2.25" Hex
O Wide Hex 2.75" x 2.5"
P Shield 1.5" x 2.25"
Q Super Shield 2"

DELUXE HAT PATCHES
R Label 4.125" x 1.375"
S Buckle 3.375 x 2.375
T 2.5" Round
U 2" Round
V 1.5" Round
W 3.75" x 2" Oval

PATCHES ONLY

A

R

H

C

G

U

D S

T
V

B

P

*Contact us for templates for patches not shown
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Item: OP-230- Small Patches Item: OP-231- Medium Patches Item: OP-232- Large Patches

Small Medium Large
Up to 6 square inches Up to 10 square inches Up to 14 square inches

All shown patches (except E) Patch E Coasters



TECH ACCESSORIES

IMPRINT AREA 2.5”(w) x .75”(h) 
2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-160TS - “Tech Taco” Tech Snap #A

IMPRINT AREA 
2.25”(w) x .675”(h) 
1 LOCATIONS

Item: OP-162TS - 
Tech Snap #C

IMPRINT AREA 
2.25”(w) x .675”(h) 
1 LOCATIONS

Item: OP-163TS - 
Tech Snap #DIMPRINT AREA 2.25”(w) x 1”(h) 

2 LOCATIONS - Front & Back

Item: OP-161TS - “Tech Nacho Tech Snap #B

TECH SNAP
Our “tech snaps” are another great leather accessory designed to keep your cords for any device neat and organized.  
This product works with headphones, small extension cords- anything you want to keep out of the way!  As always, 
several di�erent styles and shapes are available- all with stylish solid-brass hardware to keep your item secure.  
Customize this product and add a personal message or company logo! 

Ask about our FREE Packaging!
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MOUSE PAD

MULTIPLE IMPRINT OPTIONS

Item: OP-260
Leather Mouse Pad

IMPRINT AREA 3”(w) x 3”(h) 
Item: OP-211 - Leather Desk Tray

Spare change in your pockets? Set your keys down some-
where secure with our simple leather desk tray.  This 4 1/2 
x 3 3/8 tray has sides that fold up to keep items secured.  

A top quality leather mouse pad will add sophistication and style to any desk or work space.  100% full grain leather with 
9.5”x7.5” size  o�ers many options when it comes to logo branding. Rectangle in shape with smooth rounded edges.  A 
decorative border stitch polishes o� the re�ned look of this product.  The mouse pad will be o�ered in a variety of 
leather choices. 

LEATHER DESK TRAY
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PORTFOLIOS

IMPRINT AREA 3”(w) x 3”(h) 
Item: OP-254 - Passport Field Note Holder

IMPRINT AREA 3”(w) x 3”(h) 
Item: OP-253 - Junior Legal Portfolio

IMPRINT AREA 3”(w) x 3”(h) 
Item: OP-250 - Standard 8.5” x 11” Portfolio

Oowee’s gorgeous portfolio leads our line of tech products for 2018.  This sleek, everyday carry inspired design keeps 
needed items �rmly secured.  The portfolio comes in several sizes, machine sewn and secured with brass rivets for 
durability.   In addition to the legal pad slip, the 3 piece model features 8.5” x 11” sized pockets on each side of the 
interior.  Business card slots are located on the left interior of the portfolio as well.  The size of these products o�er many 
options for branding and debossing.  
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ORNAMENTS

BOOKMARKS
Available in our medium brown, darker co�ee, and black leather options , these bookmarks are 1”x7” and 
have an imprint area for branding measured at ¾“x3”.  The bookmarks are ribbon shaped and come 
complete with a leather lace strip through one end. 

IMPRINT AREA 3” X .75” 
1 LOCATION - Front 

Item: OP-220- Bookmark with Lace

LEATHER TOKEN
Oowee now o�ers leather coins.  These 1” diameter coins are 
o�ered in our 3 standard leather colors.  They make great 
giveaways or makeshift business cards.  The perfect stylish 
small product for beer festivals, events, concerts or your place 
of business.    

Item: OP-240
Tokens (1.5-inch)

IMPRINT AREA 2” X 2” 
1 LOCATION - Front 

Item: OP-200-Round- Round Ornament

IMPRINT AREA 1” X 1” 
1 LOCATION - Front 

Item: OP-202-Star- Star Ornament
IMPRINT AREA 1.5” X 1.5” 
1 LOCATION - Front 

Item: OP-201-Round- Mountain Ornament

2018 will see the introduction of our line of ornaments.  Carefully crafted with our full grain leather, 
available in a variety of colors these small items o�er a unique promotional item to use in di�erent 
settings.  We’re o�ering 3 shapes: mountains, a 2 ½” round and a star.  These ornaments come with a loop 
hole and tied twine for hanging. 



WALL MOUNT BOTTLE OPENER

Each Wall Mounted Bottle Opener is 
handcrafted with quality hardwood and a cast 
iron opener. 

Each unit is engraved with a custom logo onto 
the wood. A magnet is set in the middle to 
catch falling bottle caps.

IMPRINT AREA - 4” x 4”
1 LOCATION

Item: OP-130B-Bottle Opener

TAP HANDLES
Oowee® Products  handcrafts each tap handle with quality hardwood and inlaid with a full color logo plate 
and chalkboard area for labeling your custom brew. These taps have a brass threaded insert- the standard 
3/8-16 thread.  Several options are available as far as shape of the tap handle.

IMPRINT AREA - 2.5” Diameter 
Full Color or Branded Leather 
Option

Item: OP-140T - Original 
Homebrew Handle

IMPRINT AREA - 2.5” Diameter 
Full Color or Branded Leather 
Option

Item: OP-141T - Square Top 
Homebrew Handle

IMPRINT AREA - 2.5” Diameter 
Full Color or Branded Leather 
Option

Item: OP-142T - Round Top 
Homebrew Handle

IMPRINT AREA - 2.5” Diameter 
Full Color or Branded Leather 
Option

Item: OP-143T - Triangle Top 
Homebrew Handle

Comes in two stain o�erings
1- Jacobean (Darker)

2- Early American (Lighter)
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Custom sleeves for Glassware Custom sleeves for Cans Custom sleeves for Bottles

or

For custom product requests, 
please contact Gabriel Hargett 

at 
Gabriel@OoweeProducts.com

or call us at 828-575-2215.

For custom product requests, 
please contact Gabriel Hargett 

at 
Gabriel@OoweeProducts.com 

or call us at 828-575-2215

All products designed 
remain property of Oowee® 
Inc. These products may not 
be reproduced by another 

manufacturer.

Custom sleeves for Glassware Custom sleeves for Cans Custom sleeves for Bottles

Custom leather labels for whiskey or bourbon bottles:
 » Leather labels made to �t your custom shaped bottles.
 » Choice of leather
 » Select color and thickness 
 » Add decorative stitching 

We are happy to o�er custom products to our high volume clients. We will work with you to design and 
manufacture a product that �ts your needs. These projects require planning, design and manufacturing 
time. We require a minimum order of 500 - 2000 pieces depending on the additional tooling and sta� 
training needed to ful�ll the order. There is additional set up cost for custom shaped products as well. 
Please contact us to discuss your custom project. 

Custom Wood with Leather Inlay Custom Key Chains

Premium Foiled
Leather Accessories

Choose exisiting or Custom Shape
Add Hardware of your choice!

Custom Bottle
Labels

 Custom shaped leather beverage sleeves to �t your glassware, can, or bottle: 
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OOWEE® PRODUCTS
CUSTOM LABELS        

ASI#75126
SAGE#51009

PPAI#690324

Double X Hinge Stitch Double X Hinge StitchBar Stitch

Time to make a statement. Add class to any bottle, jar or container with a custom 
designed leather label. Adding a unique, handcrafted label not only looks amazing, 
but it becomes a functional piece of art for your customer.

When creating your label, you get to choose everything. Including:
 » Leather Type and Color
 » Stitching color
 » Decorative Stitching
 » Branding Method
 
We will design a label around your specialty container to meet your needs and speci�cations. This is the best 
way to make sure that your product stands out on any shelf.  
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OOWEE® PRODUCTS
PACKAGING

ASI#75126
SAGE#51009

PPAI#690324

All Order Include Packaging Free of Cost
Hang Tags

Single Box with Glass, Jar or Cup

Double Box with Highball or Rocks Glasses

Pint Can Bottle Mason Multi

Leather Cord Keeper Hanger
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IMPRINT METHODS

LEATHER COLOR OFFERINGS

Oowee, Inc. has several imprint methods that are used.
1. Debossing:
» We make a “branding head” for your logo and use heat and pressure burn your logo directly into the 
leather. With this process, images will never wash-o� or fade away. 
2. Laser Engraving:
» We use this process for Spec Samples and Wood Engraving. This process uses light to burn a logo into 
the material. (Not available for production leather sleeves.)
3. Hot Foiling:
» Most of our leather goods and images we use have the option of decorative foiling.  This process uses 
a stamp machine that hot presses the foil into the surface of the debossed logo.  Foil colors available 
include gold, silver and black.
4. Dye Sub Metal Plates:
» Our full color logo option. Logos are printed using our dye sublimation process and transferred to 
metal plates or badges. These can be used on our leather sleeves, or look great inlayed in tap handles.
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1. Debossed 2. Laser Engraved 3. Hot Foiling 4. Dye Sublimation

Black

Medium Brown

Premium
Rich Brown

Black Foil Gold Foil Silver Foil
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OOWEE® PRODUCTS
GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING ARTWORK

HOW TO SUBMIT ARTWORK
Send all artwork to ORDERS@OOWEEPRODUCTS.COM

ACCEPTED FILE TYPES

OTHER FILE TYPES

Artwork preparation is included with your order, following these guidelines. 

ART PREPARATION

GRAPHIC AND IMAGE WORK

There are no additional charges for digital art submitted as “camera ready” or according to the guidelines 
above. If artwork requires extensive reworking, type adjustments, or design, add $65 per hour. Contact our 
sales or design o�ce for further information. 

If creating your own designs or �le, please follow the guidelines laid out above.

We o�er custom logo creation and design upon request at $65 per hour.

Preferred File Format:

 

 
 

 

•
•

•
•

•

 
One color image (black and white)  

 
Acceptable le formats:  

  

 

 

Remember to: Convert text to outlines and embed any linked images 

 

 
  

 

EPS
AI
PDF

Vector Art or “Line Art” is preferred.
This will give you the best quality image.

 
   

PSD
TIF
JPG
PNG

Resolution with a minimum size of 
1200px X 1200px

additional image charge may apply. 

Examples include, but are not limited to:
 Changes and adjustments requested
 Missing fonts and/or linked images

Please note: We cannot reproduce Trademarked images without written consent
Image proofs will be sent for approval on all orders prior to production.

Vector

www.OoweeProducts.com | Orders@OoweeProducts.com | Sales@OoweeProducts.com | 828-575-2215

ASI#75126
SAGE#51009

PPAI#690324

Low Resolution Pixels

 Oowee Products® | 2194 Smokey Park Highway | Suite 100 | Candler | North Carolina | 28715



STANDARD PRODUCTION
Takes 3 - 5 weeks from image approval and payment. This excludes shipping / transit time.

We always try to ful�ll orders within our customers needs. Please contact us for current production times. 
828-575-2215

LARGE QUANTITY PRODUCTION
For quantities over 1000 pieces: Contact us to discuss production scheduling.
Estimate an additional 10 days per thousand sleeves for most orders once approved and scheduled.

RUSH PRODUCTION
Add 20% fee from Products, plus $75 Rush Set-up if needed
Takes 2 - 3 weeks from image approval and payment. This excludes shipping / transit time.

SUPER RUSH PRODUCTION
Add 30% fee to Products, plus $100 Rush Set-Up if needed
Takes 1 - 2 weeks from image approval and payment. This excludes shipping / transit time.

PRODUCTION TIMES
If your order has a HARD Due Date - Please notify us at the time of the order.

OOWEE® PRODUCTS

For additional information about the Autism Society of North Carolina, 
Visit their website. www.AutismSociety-NC.org

Oowee® Products partners with the Autism Society of North Carolina and employs 
adults on the autism spectrum to assemble our products.

REGULAR SAMPLES
Debossed stock designs
Sample sleeves can be purchased at best pricing/each plus shipping.

Laser Engraved spec samples and additional items can be purchased at best pricing/each plus shipping. 
Also included one debossed sample.

At Oowee® we know that showing potential clients the products, especially “spec 
samples”, is key to the success of the sale. Here is what we are o�ering to help.

SPEC SAMPLES

SAMPLES PROGRAM
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Payment Policy
Oowee® Products makes all products to order. 
Payment is due prior to any production of the order. 
Orders over $3,000, require a Card on File, and paid with a check (to be received prior to  
 shipment). If you wish to pay the balance with the card, there is an additional 3%  
 processing fee. 

Credit Card Processing
For invoiced orders please return the completed Credit Card Authorization form providing the card number, 
the full name on the card, billing address (ZIP code) and the security code. A receipt will be sent via email 
upon charging the card. 

ASI#75126
SAGE#51009

PPAI#690324

PAYMENT POLICY

Cancellation
All products are made custom to order and require a “�nal approval” for the art and invoice. After this 
point your order may not be cancelled or changed without �nacial penalty - depending on order details.

CREDIT & TERMS
Oowee Products is NOT a �nancial lender. We request that all orders be paid for at 
the time of the order. 

We are able to o�er negotiated terms / credit line, per order, based on special 
circumstances. Contact us prior to placing the order.

Invoices will include payment dates.  Accounts not paid on time will be charged interest.

Shipping Policy
Oowee Inc® ships orders via UPS and 
USPS. 
Oowee Products does not use FedEx as they are 
unreliable in our area. If you would like to use your 
FedEx account. You, the customer, are required to 
arrange the pick-up at our location.

ANY EXPEDITED SHIPPING WILL BE 
CHARGED TO THE CUSTOMER.

FOB: Asheville, NC 28715

*Once the order ships, Oowee Inc® is 
NO LONGER RESPONSIBLE for the 
order*

*Shipping Insurance Available

If you have questions about our Pyament Policy, contact us at OoweeProducts@gmail.com
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